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1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that a great deal of information has been accumulated
about word-hyperbolic groups, relatively little is known about their resid-
ual properties. In fact, to this day it is unknown whether or not every
word-hyperbolic group is residually finite or even linear. This question has
been an outstanding open problem for over ten years and it is contained in
various lists of open problems in geometric and combinatorial group
 w x.theory see, for example, Ge, N, L, and M .
Recall that a group G is residually finite if for each non-trivial element
g g G, there is a finite quotient G “ G, such that g is non-trivial. It is a
result of Malcev that finitely generated linear groups are residually finiteÂ
w xLS .
1 Supported as an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow under grant DMS-9627506.
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Let us examine more closely what is presently known about the residual
properties and, more generally, about the quotient behavior of word-hy-
perbolic groups.
 .First, we note that word-hyperbolic groups like linear groups satisfy the
Tits alternative. In fact, if G is a subgroup of a word-hyperbolic group then
either G contains a free subgroup of rank two or G contains a cyclic
 w xsubgroup of finite index see Remark 3.1.A in Gr and Section 8, Theorem
w x.37 in GH .
Second, it turns out, that like free groups, non-elementary word-hyper-
bolic groups have many quotients, and in a certain sense, ``most'' quotients
of non-elementary word-hyperbolic groups are themselves non-elementary
w xword-hyperbolic. This was first suggested by Gromov Gr and later made
w xprecise by Champetiere Ch1 . In particular, infinite word-hyperbolic groups
can never be simple.
Third, word-hyperbolic groups with torsion-free subgroups of finite
index are Hopfian. Recall that G is Hopfian provided that G is not
isomorphic to a proper quotient of G. This important result, which also
w xholds for finitely generated residually finite groups LS , was obtained by
w xSela Se .
Another interesting property possessed by word-hyperbolic groups is
w x w xSQ-uni¤ersality. Olshanskii O5 and Delzant D showed that every non-
elementary word hyperbolic group G is SQ-universal, that is, any count-
able group is embeddable in a quotient of G.
Finally, word-hyperbolic groups can be used as a starting point in the
Burnside process. That is, like free groups, word-hyperbolic groups have
quotients which are infinite torsion groups and even infinite torsion groups
w xof bounded exponent. This was first suggested by Gromov in Gr . Later A.
Olshanskii developed the theme and provided accurate and complete
 w x w x.proofs of relevant results see O2 , O4 . The strongest result in this
w xdirection is due to Olshanskii and Ivanov IO and can be summarized as
follows:
 .THEOREM 1.1 Olshanskii]Ivanov . Let G be a non-elementary word-
hyperbolic group. Then the following holds:
 . p1 There exists an integer p G 2 such that the quotient G s GrG isp
 pinfinite. Here G denotes the subgroup of G generated by all pth powers of
.elements of G.
 .2 The following intersection is tri¤ial
‘
nG s 1.F
ns1
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 .Note that statement 2 of Theorem 1.1 means that non-elementary
 .word-hyperbolic groups and therefore all word-hyperbolic groups are
residually torsion groups of finite exponent.
While the question of whether word-hyperbolic groups are residually
finite remains open, there are various stronger residual properties which
word-hyperbolic groups do not always possess.
It is easy to construct a word-hyperbolic group G which is perfect. Of
course, such G is not residually nilpotent, not residually solvable and not
residually a finite p-group for any prime p. One way to construct such an
 .example is to find two words w and ¤ in F a, b such that w, ¤ g
w  .  .x  < :F a, b , F a, b and such that the presentation G s a, b a s w, b s ¤
1 . satisfies the C9 small cancellation condition and therefore G is word6
. w x y1 y1hyperbolic . For example, letting x, y s x y xy, the presentation
2 2 100 100 w x w x w xG s a, b a s a, b a , b ??? a , b ,
2 2 100 100 :w x w x w xb s b , a b , a ??? b , a
yields a small-cancellation group which is perfect.
Recall that a group G is subgroup separable provided that for every
finitely generated subgroup H of G and for any element g f H, there
exists a finite quotient G “ G such that g f H. Note that G is residually
finite if and only if this separability property holds H is the trivial
subgroup.
It is not difficult to construct word-hyperbolic groups that are not
subgroup separable. One such construction goes as follows: Given a
w xfinitely presented group Q, Rips' construction Ri provides an exact
sequence 1 “ N “ G “ Q “ 1 where G is word-hyperbolic, and N is
finitely generated. It follows that if Q has no finite quotients, then any
quotient of G which contains N in its kernel, is the trivial group.
Consequently, N cannot be separated from any elements of G y N.
 .Finally, we note that Kapovich has recently pointed out unpublished
that there exist word hyperbolic groups that are not linear over R.
It would appear, from first glance, that the positive results about
residual properties mentioned above provide some support for the conjec-
ture that all word-hyperbolic groups are residually finite. Nevertheless,
there is an almost universal belief among people interested in the subject,
that in fact, there exist word-hyperbolic groups that are not residually
finite. This belief, although somewhat hard to justify by any concrete
evidence, is perhaps based on the belief that ``most'' finitely presented
 w x.groups are word-hyperbolic see O3 . It also seems reasonable to expect
that ``most'' finitely presented groups are not linear and not residually
finite.
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The main result of the present paper is the following:
THEOREM 1.2. The following are equi¤alent.
 .a E¤ery word-hyperbolic group is residually finite.
 .b E¤ery non-tri¤ial word-hyperbolic group has a non-tri¤ial finite quo-
tient.
Note that Theorem 1.2 means that if there exists a non-residually finite
word-hyperbolic group, then there exists a non-trivial word-hyperbolic
group with no non-trivial finite quotient. This is actually what we prove.
Let C denote the smallest subclass of word-hyperbolic groups which is
closed under amalgamated free products along malnormal quasiconvex
free subgroups and which contains Z. Then the method of proof of
Theorem 1.2 actually shows that either every group in C is residually finite,
or there is a group in C which has no finite quotients. The first non-free
examples in this class, which are amalgamated free products of free groups
amalgamated along a f.g. malnormal subgroup, have recently been shown
w xto be residually finite W2 .
The main result, Theorem 1.2 is obtained as an immediate corollary of a
more general statement, which is of independent interest. Before stating it,
let us recall the following.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let K be a non-empty class of groups containing the
trivial group. We say that a group G is residually-K if for every g g G,
g / 1 there is a K-quotient of G such that the image of g is non-trivial.
THEOREM 1.4. Let K be a non-empty class of groups closed under taking
subgroups. The following are equi¤alent:
 .a E¤ery non-tri¤ial word-hyperbolic group has a non-tri¤ial K-quo-
tient.
 .b E¤ery word-hyperbolic group is residually K.
Since the class of all finite groups is closed under taking subgroups,
Theorem 1.4 obviously implies Theorem 1.2. Note also, that the statement
 .of Theorem 1.4 and therefore of Theorem 1.2 still holds if we consider
 .only torsion-free word-hyperbolic groups see Theorem 3.4 below .
We thank A. Mann for pointing out that applying Theorem 1.4 to the
 .result of A. Olshanskii and S. Ivanov, Theorem 1.1 1 immediately implies
 . .  .Theorem 1.1 1 2 . Indeed, suppose that 2 does not hold. This means that
there exists a word-hyperbolic group G which is not residually T, where T
is the class of torsion groups of bounded exponent. Since T is clearly
closed under taking subgroups, Theorem 1.4 now implies that there exists
a non-trivial word-hyperbolic group G without non-trivial T-quotients.1
Note that G is obviously non-elementary, since elementary word-hyper-1
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 .bolic groups are residually finite and residually T. But this contradicts 1
 .and so 2 must hold.
Finally, in Theorem 5.1 of the final section we include an observation
w xfrom W1 that every word-hyperbolic group is residually finite if and only
if every word-hyperbolic group is virtually torsion-free. As before, the
question of whether word-hyperbolic groups are virtually torsion-free, has
been mentioned on many problem lists independently of the question of
the residual finiteness of word-hyperbolic groups.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 :Notation 2.1. If G is a group and X is a subset of G, we will let X
denote the subgroup of G generated by X. For any elements g, h g G we
w x y1 y1 hlet g, h denote the element g h gh of G and let g denote the
y1  .element h gh of G. Also if X is a set, we will denote by F X the free
group on X.
DEFINITION 2.2. The elements a, b of a group G are said to be similar
provided that there are non-zero integers a and b such that aa and b b
are conjugate. Similarity is obviously an equivalence relation.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup of G.
We say that H is malnormal in G if for every g g G y H we have
gy1Hg l H s 1.
We say that H is isolated in G if whenever g d g H for some g g G,
d / 0, then g g H.
w xThe following result is Theorem 4.2 of MKS .
 .THEOREM 2.4 Conjugacy theorem . Let G s A ) ??? ) A . Let Y s1 k
y y ??? y and X s x x ??? x be normal forms in A ) ??? ) A which are1 2 n 1 2 m 1 k
cyclically reduced meaning that: either n s 1 or y and y do not belong to1 n
the same factor, and either m s 1 or x and x do not belong to the same1 m
.factor .
If Y and X are conjugate to each other in G, then one of the following
holds:
 .a Either n s m ) 1 and Y is a cyclic permutation of X as an
A ) ??? ) A -word.1 k
 .b Or n s 1 s m, and y and x belong to the same factor A , and are1 1 i
conjugate in that factor.
LEMMA 2.5. Let G s K ) M and let k g K, m g M be non-tri¤ial ele-
 :ments at least one of which is not of order two. Then km is an infinite
malnormal cyclic subgroup in G.
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w xProof. By MKS, Corollary 4.14 , the element km has infinite order, so
 :H s km is an infinite cyclic subgroup of G.
Claim. Let h , h g H and suppose that H is a cyclic permutation of1 2 2
h as a word in K ) M. In other words, suppose that h s xy1 h x where x1 2 1
is an initial subword of h . Then h s h and x g H.1 1 2
y1 . p  .qIndeed, suppose that x km x s km where p, q / 0 and x is an
 . pinitial subword of km . We may assume p ) 0 as it will be clear from the
argument that the case p - 0 is completely analogous. Furthermore, note
 .that q s "p by the Conjugacy theorem Theorem 2.4 .
If x has even syllable length then the claim is obvious because x s
 . s  .q y1 . p  .ys  . p . s  . pkm g H and so km s x km x s km km km s km as
 . srequired. If x has odd syllable length, then x s km k for some s with
y1 .ys  . p . s  .q0 F s - p. Then k im km km k s km and therefore
p q
mk s km . .  .
Observe that q s yp, for if q s p then q would be positive, and then the
above inequality could not hold because the initial syllables are from
different free factors. Since q s yp, the above equation can be rewritten
as
p p
mk km s mk ??? mkmk ? kmkm ??? km s 1 .  .
which implies that k 2 s 1 and m2 s 1 which contradicts our hypothesis.
The above Claim actually implies that H is isolated in G. Indeed,
s  .qsuppose g is a reduced word in K ) M such that g s km for some
s  .qs ) 1. Note that g is cyclically reduced since g s km is cyclically
y1 s. s  .qreduced. The cyclic permutation g g g of g s km coincides with
g s and so lies in H. Thus by the Claim above g g H as required.
Suppose now that H is not malnormal in G and that gy1 hg s h9 for
some h, h9 g H, h / 1 and g f H. Note that both h, h9 are cyclically
reduced of syllable length at least two in K ) M and therefore by the
 .Conjugacy theorem Theorem 2.4 h9 is a cyclic permutation of h. The
Claim above then implies that h hhy1 s h9 for some h g H. Hence1 1 1
 .  .y1 w xgh h gh s h and gh , h s 1. By the properties of free products1 1 1
 w x.see Corollary 4.1.6 of MKS we conclude that some power of gh lies in1
 :h : H. Since, as we observed before, H is isolated, this implies that
gh g H and so g g H, contrary to our assumptions.1
Thus H is malnormal in G.
LEMMA 2.6. Let G s H) K, and let h g H and k g K be elements of
 n :infinite order. Then for each n G 1, h k is a malnormal subgroup of G.
And if n / m, hnk and hmk are not similar in G.
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 n :Proof. The fact that the subgroups h k are malnormal in G follows
from Lemma 2.5.
To see that the elements hnk are pairwise non-similar, note that any
power of hnk is reduced and cyclically reduced in H) K. Since hn / hm
for n / m, we see that non-trivial powers of hnk and hmk cannot be cyclic
permutations of each other. The result now follows from Theorem 2.4.
Remark 2.7. The following definition is actually the definition of a
quasi-isometrically embedded subgroup. However, since the notions of
quasiconvex subgroup and quasi-isometrically embedded subgroup are
equivalent of word-hyperbolic groups see Section III, Theorem 3.1 of
w x. wBGSS , we will use this simpler definition. We refer the reader to ABC,
xGH, BGSS and the references therein for a more detailed discussion of
quasiconvex subgroups.
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G be a finitely generated group with a finite generat-
ing set X. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G with a finite generating
 .set Y. For e¤ery g g G denote by l g the length of an X-geodesic wordX
 .representing g. Similarly, for e¤ery h g H we denote by l h the length of aY
Y-geodesic word representing h.
We say that H is quasicon¤ex in G if there exists C ) 0 such that for
every h g H
l h F C ? l h . .  .Y X
It is not hard to see that the property of being quasiconvex does not
depend on the choice of finite generating sets X, Y although the constant
C does.
 .LEMMA 2.9. Let E s G) F a, b . Let g s a, g s b and let g , . . . , g1 2 3 n
 .g G be elements of infinite order. Let f , . . . , f g F a, b be non-tri¤ial1 n
freely reduced words such that for i / j at least one letter of f and at least onei
letter of fy1 sur¤i¤es in the freely reduced from of f fy1. Suppose, in addition,j i j
that f begins with b and f begins with a. Let m s fy1 g f for i s 1, . . . , n1 2 i i i i
 :and let M s m , . . . , m .1 n
 .1 M is a free group of rank n, so that
 :  :M s F m , . . . , m s m ) ??? ) m . .1 n 1 n
 .  :2 If , in addition, all cyclic subgroups g , 3 F i F n are quasicon¤exi
in G then M is quasicon¤ex in E.
Proof. It is clear from looking at the normal forms in the free product
 .E s G) F a, b that M is a free group of rank n with basis m , . . . , m .1 n
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 .  .For every element W in F m , . . . , m we will denote by l W the length1 n
of W in the alphabet m"1, . . . , m"1.1 n
 :Suppose now that the infinite cyclic subgroups g are quasiconvex ini
 4G. Let Y be a finite generating set for G, so that X s Y j a, b is a finite
generating set for E. Then there is a constant C ) 0 such that for every
 s. < <i s 1, . . . , n we have l g G C s for any s g Z.X i
Let W s ms1 ??? msp be a freely reduced word in m such that i / ii i i j jq11 p
 . < < < < < <and s / 0. Then l W s s q s q ??? q s .j 1 2 p
On the other hand in every product f fy1 at least one letter of each ofi ij jq1
f and fy1 survives after all the free cancellations are performed ini ij jq1
 . sj  .F a, b . Therefore, each g g G for i ) 2 survives as a syllable of Wi jj
when it is written in normal form with respect to the free product
 .E s G) F a, b .
Also, if i s 1 or 2, then since f begins with b and f begins with a,j 1 2
sj  .the word g survives as a subword of an F a, b -syllable of W when it isi j
 .written in normal form with respect to the free product E s G) F a, b .
Hence
s1 sp < < < < < <l W G l g q ??? ql g G C s q s q ??? q s s C ? l W . .  . .  . .X X i X i 1 2 p1 p
This implies, by the definition of quasiconvexity see Definition 2.8 and
.Remark 2.7 , that m is quasiconvex in E.
3. MAIN THEOREM
 . LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a word-hyperbolic group. Let E s G) F a, b and
.so E is also word-hyperbolic . Let g , . . . , g g G be elements of infinite order3 n
 :such that the cyclic subgroups g are malnormal in G and the elementsi
g , . . . , g are pairwise non-similar in G. Let g s a, g s b.3 n 1 2
 .Then there exist elements f , . . . , f g F a, b such that the subgroup1 n
 y1 y1 :M s f g f , . . . , f g f satisfies1 1 1 n n n
 .1 M is free of rank n;
 .2 M is quasicon¤ex in E;
 .3 M is malnormal in E.
Proof. The proof of this lemma whose statement is identical to that of
.Lemma 4.15 is the subject of Section 4. The basic setup is in Lemma 4.13.
The f are chosen in Lemma 4.14. The quasiconvexity and freeness arei
proven in Lemma 2.9.
 .THEOREM 3.2 Combination theorem . Let A) B be an amalgamatedM
free produce of two word-hyperbolic groups A and B. Assume that M ; A is a
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malnormal, quasicon¤ex subgroup, and assume that M ; B is a malnormal,
quasicon¤ex subgroup. Then A) B is a word-hyperbolic group.M
Proof. This statement is a particular case of a more general Combina-
w xtion theorem for hyperbolic groups due to Bestvina and Feighn BF . In
fact, this particular case of their result was also proved by other authors
 w x.see, for example Gi, KM, Pa .
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a class of groups closed under taking subgroups.
The following are equi¤alent:
 .1 E¤ery non-tri¤ial word-hyperbolic group has a non-tri¤ial K-quo-
tient.
 .2 E¤ery word-hyperbolic group is residually K.
Proof. It is obviously sufficient to show how to construct a word-hyper-
bolic group with no non-trivial K-quotients from a word-hyperbolic group
which is not residually K.
Let a g A, a / 1 be an element of a word-hyperbolic group A which is
mapped to the identity in any K-quotient of A. Let B s
A ) A ) A ) A ) A ) A be the free product of 6 copies of A. Let a1 2 3 4 5 6 i
be the copy of the element a in A for i s 1, . . . , 6. And let L ; B be thei
 :free subgroup a a a , a a a .1 2 3 4 5 6
Let C s B) Z) F where Z is an infinite cyclic group generated by z,
 :and F s F a, b is a free group on a and b. Observe that the infinite
 :  :cyclic subgroups a a a and a a a are malnormal in B and in C by1 2 3 4 5 6
Lemma 2.5.
Let b , . . . , b be a finite set of distinct non-trivial generators for B.3 my1
Let c s a, c s b and for 3 F i - m let c s zb and let c s z. Then1 2 i i m
c , . . . , c is a finite set of distinct generators for C, such that no two of1 m
these elements are similar, and such that each of these elements generates
an infinite cyclic malnormal subgroup of C.
 :Let L F B F C be the free subgroup of rank two L s a a a , a a a .1 2 3 4 5 6
 :  :Observe that the infinite cyclic subgroups a a a and a a a are1 2 3 4 5 6
malnormal in B and in C by Lemma 2.5. Therefore by Lemma 2.6 with
H s A ) A ) A , K s A ) A ) A , h s a a a and k s a a a the sub-1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
group L contains infinitely many elements which generate malnormal
cyclic subgroups of C and are pairwise non-similar in C.
 4Thus we can find a finite set l , . . . , l of non-trivial elements of L1 m
 :such that for each i, l is a malnormal subgroup of L ; B ; C and withi
 4the property that no two elements of the set c , . . . , c , l , . . . , l are1 m 1 m
similar in C.
 4Using Lemma 3.1 there is a set of elements w , . . . , w , ¤ , . . . , ¤ of1 m 1 m
 w i ¤ i :F ; C such that the subgroup H s c , l : 1 F i F m is free, malnor-i i
mal and quasiconvex in C.
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Let C be a copy of C with the copy H of H inside. We now consider
the amalgamated free product G s C) C where the isomorphismHs H
w ¤ ¤ wi i i i between the two copies of H is given by c m l and l m c . We usei i i i
y y1 .the notation x s y xy. Note that H is free, so this is a genuine
isomorphism.
That G s C) C is word-hyperbolic follows from Theorem 3.2 be-Hs H
cause C is word-hyperbolic, and H s H is malnormal and quasiconvex in
each factor.
To see that G s C) C has no non-trivial K-quotients, it is suffi-Hs H
cient to show that both the left and right factors are mapped to the
identity in any K-quotient. Note first that since K is closed under taking
subgroups, then for any K-quotient of G the images of A and A are alsoi i
K-groups. Hence each a and a is mapped to the identity in everyi i
 :K-quotient of G. Thus a a a , a a a and L s a a a , a a a is1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
mapped to the identity in every K-quotient of G.
Consider the right factor of G s C) C the argument for theHs H
.  4left-hand factor is symmetric . It is generated by a set of elements c , buti
each c is conjugate in G to the element l in the left factor. Since all thei i
elements l lie in L, they are mapped to the identity under any homomor-i
phism of G onto a K-group. Therefore the conjugates c of l , as well asi i
the subgroup C generated by them, are also mapped to the identity in any
K-quotient of G.
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a non-empty class of groups closed under taking
subgroups. The following are equi¤alent:
 .1 E¤ery non-tri¤ial torsion-free word-hyperbolic group has a non-tri¤-
ial K-quotient.
 .2 E¤ery torsion-free word-hyperbolic group is residually K.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the one of Theorem 3.3.
4. PRODUCING THE QUASICONVEX, MALNORMAL,
FREE SUBGROUP
DEFINITION 4.1. Let
* A s A ) A ) ??? ) A . 1 2 k
be a free product of k groups. We will say that an expression w s x ??? x ,1 s
s G 1 is a word in A ) A ) ??? ) A if each x is an element of some free1 2 k i
factor A . If w s x ??? x and ¤ s y ??? y are words in A ) A ) ??? ) Aj 1 s 1 q 1 2 k
we will denote by w¤ the word x ??? x y ??? y .1 s 1 q
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If w s x ??? x and ¤ s y ??? y are words in A ) A ) ??? ) A we will1 s 1 p 1 2 k
write w s ¤ if s s p and x s y for i s 1, . . . , s. We will write w s ¤ ifi i A
w and ¤ represent the same element of A.
We will say that an expression w s x x ??? x , for s G 1, is a reduced1 2 s
word in A ) A ) ??? ) A if it is an alternating product of non-trivial1 2 k
elements from A , . . . , A . The elements x are called the syllables of w1 k i
and the number s is called the syllable length of w with respect to
A ) A ) ??? ) A . We will also consider the trivial word w s 1 to be1 2 k
reduced and of syllable length zero.
A reduced word w as above will be called cyclically reduced in
A ) A ) ??? ) A if either s s 1, or s ) 1 and x , x do not belong to the1 2 k 1 s
same free factor A .i
If w s x x ??? x is a reduced word in A ) A ) ??? ) A , there is a1 2 s 1 2 k
maximal initial subword ¤ of w such that the reduced in A ) A ) ??? ) A1 2 k
word u with u s ¤y1 w¤ has syllable length less than that of w. In thisA
case u is clearly a cyclically reduced word in A ) A ) ??? ) A and will be1 2 k
called the cyclically reduced form of w in A ) A ) ??? ) A .1 2 k
 .Notation 4.2. We will denote by F a, b the free group of rank two with
 .  :  :  .basis a, b. Note that F a, b s a ) b . For a word f in F a, b we will
y1 y1 < <denote its length in the alphabet a, b, a , b by f . Also, if w is a
 :  :  .reduced word in a ) b , we will denote the syllable length of w by l w .
 :  :Note that every word w which is reduced in a ) b can also be
 .thought of as a freely reduced word in F a, b which we will denote by w .F
 . < <Clearly, l w F w . On the other hand, every freely reduced word f inF
 .  :  :F a, b can be thought of as a reduced word in a ) b which we will
< <  .  .denote by f *. Obviously f G l f * and f * s f. Moreover, for everyF
 :  :  .reduced word w in a ) b we have w * s w.F
 y1 y1 y14DEFINITION 4.3. Let S s f , f , f , f , . . . , f , f be a set of non-1 1 2 2 n n
 . "1trivial freely reduced words in F a, b such that f / f when i / j. Wei j
1 .say S satisfies the condition D9 provided that the following holds:6
If P appears as a subword of two distinct elements U, V g S, or if P
1< < < <appears in two different ways as a subword of U g S, then P - U .6
1 .We now give two examples which contrast our condition D9 with the6
1 .  w x.standard small-cancellation condition C9 see LS . For the first exam-6
1 4  .  < :ple, observe that abcdeaa satisfies D9 but a, b, c, d, e abcdeaa does6
1 1 .  .not satisfy C9 . This is because the C9 condition treats all words as6 6
cyclic words, and therefore aa is a subword that occurs more than once,
1< < < <and thus aa is a piece in the presentation with aa l abcdeaa . For the6
1 4  .second example, observe that abababab obviously fails to satisfy D9 ,6
1 < :  .but the presentation a, b abababab does satisfy C9 . In this case, the6
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ab subword is not considered a piece, because any two occurrences of ab
are identical after cyclically permuting the word.
CONVENTION 4.4. For the remainder of this section we let E s
 .G) F a, b and
S s f , fy1 , f , fy1 , . . . , f , fy1 41 1 2 2 n n
1 p p .is a set satisfying the D9 condition. We will also assume that if a or b6
1< < < <appears as a subword of f then p - f . Also, we require that the firsti i12
letter of f is b and first letter of f is a. Moreover, we will fix the1 2
elements g s a, g s b, g , . . . , g where g g G are elements of infinite1 2 3 n i
order for i ) 2. We will denote the elements m s fy1 g f g E for i si i i i
 :  :  :1, . . . , n. We let M s m , . . . , m and note that M s m ) ??? ) m1 n 1 n
is a free group on m , . . . , m by Lemma 2.9.1 n
Notation 4.5. If X is an element of E, we will let X denote the
 :  :reduced word in G) a ) b which represents X. We let X denote the
 :  :cyclically reduced form of X in G) a ) b .
 . UDEFINITION 4.6 Remainder . Let i / j, 1 F i, j F n. Let f s u ¤ ,i i
 U .y1 y1 Uf s ¤ u where ¤ is the maximal terminal subword of f such thatj j i
U 1 1y1 y1 . < <  . < < < <  . < <¤ is an initial subword of f . Note that ¤ - f and ¤ - fj F i F j6 6
1 .by the D9 condition.6
If thee last syllable of u and the first syllable of u come from differenti j
 :  : y1  :  :factors a , b then u u is the reduced form of f f in a ) b . Ini j i j
this case we call u the remainder of f in the product f fy1 and denotei i i j
w . y1i, j s u . Also, in this case we call u the remainder of f in the producti j j
y1  xf f and denote i, j s u .i j j
t  t.Suppose that the last syllable of u is x so that u s w x and the firsti i i
q  q .  4syllable of u is x so that u s x w where x g a, b and t q q / 0.j j j
tqq y1  :  :Then w x w is the reduced form of f f in a ) b . In this case wei j i j
tqq y1 w .call w x the remainder of f in the product f f and denote i, j si i i j
w x tqq. Also, in this case we call w the remainder of fy1 in the producti j j
y1  xf f and denote i, j s w .i j j
w . xRemark 4.7. Note that in either case i, j i, j is the reduced form of
y1  :  : w .f f in a ) b . Moreover, because of Convention 4.4 the word i, ji j F
contains, as its initial subword, an initial subword of f of length greateri
3 < <than f . To see this, employing the notation of Definition 4.6, we havei4
U w . tqq tf s u ¤ and i, j is either u or w x where u s w x . Then sincei i i i i i
1 5< < < < < < < <¤ - f we see that u ) f .FF i i i6 6
 x y1Similarly, the word i, j equals a terminal subword of f of lengthF j
3 < <greater than f . To see this we continue with the above notation:j4
 U .y1 y1  x  x qf s ¤ u and either i, j s u or i, j s w where w s x u . Thenj j j j j j j
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1 1 3t< < < < < < < < < < < <since ¤ - f and x - f we see that u ) f .FF j j j j6 12 4
In the next lemma we gather some elementary properties of remainders.
 4LEMMA 4.8. The following hold for i, j, c, d g 1, 2, . . . , n with i / j and
c / d.
 x w .1. Neither of i, j and c, d is a subword of the other.
w .  x2. The only way i, j is a subword of c, d is if i s c and it is an initial
subword.
 x  x3. The only way i, j is a subword of c, d is if j s d and it is a
terminal subword.
 x  x pw .  x4. If i, j appears as a subword of c, d g d, e then j s d, and i, jd
 xonly appears as a terminal subword of c, d .
w . w . x w .5. If i, j appears as a subword of c, d c, d then i s c and i, j
w . xonly appears as an initial subword of c, d c, d .
Proof. Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 immediately follow from Remark 4.7 and
from the conditions imposed on f in Convention 4.4. For example, wei
3w .  xprove part 1. On the one hand, if i, j is a subword of c, d then of fi4
1y1  .appears as a subword of f which violates the D9 condition. On thed 6
1 y1 x w .other hand, if c, d is a subword of i, j then at least of f appears asd4
w . tqqa subword of i, j s w x , where w is an initial subword of f andi i i
1tqq y1 4 < < < <x g a, b . Therefore since by Convention 4.4 x - f , we see thatd12
1 1 1y1  .at least y of f appears in f which contradicts the D9 condition.d i4 6 16
w .To see that 5 holds, suppose that i, j appears as a subword of
w . x w . x pc, d c, d . Recall that c, d c, d ’ ux ¤ where u is an initial subword of
w . U  x  U .y1  4c, d and of f , ¤ is a terminal subword of c, d and of f , x g a, bc d
3 . < < < <and p is an integer perhaps zero . Moreover, in this case u ) f andF c4
3 q< < < < w .¤ ) f by Remark 4.7. Also, i, j s wy , where w is an initial sub-F d4
U 3< < < <  4  .word of f , w F f , y g a, b and q is an integer perhaps zero .i F i4
Thus w is a subword of u x p¤ . If w overlaps with x p by its subword x sF F F F
1< <  . < <  .then s - f by Convention 4.4. Therefore a piece of w and so of fi F i12
3 1 2 . < < < <of length greater than y f s f is a subword of u or ¤ . Thei i F F4 12 3
1 .latter is impossible since by the D9 -condition only subwords of f ofi6
1 y1 . < <length less than f can appear as subwords of f . Thus the formeri d6
1 .takes place. Once again, condition D9 implies that i s c. Moreover, in6
1 . < <this case an initial subword of w and so of f of length greater than fF i i2
1 .  .appears as a subword of u and so of f . Again, the D9 -conditionF i 6
w .implies that it must appear as an initial subword of u . Therefore i, jF
w . x w . xappears as an initial subword of c, d c, d s i, d i, d . This completes
the proof of part 4 and of Lemma 4.8.
Notation 4.9. In several of the proofs below, we will use the notation
<A = B to mean that one of A or B is an initial subword of the other.
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Similarly we use the notation A * B to mean that one of A or B is a
terminal subword of the other.
LEMMA 4.10. Let W g M ; E be an element represented by a non-tri¤ial
 :  :  :reduced, and cyclically reduced word in m ) m ) ??? ) m . More1 2 k
specifically, let
W s ms1 . . . msk ,M i i1 k
where i / i , i / i and s / 0. Assume also that k ) 1.j jq1 1 k j
Then the following holds:
U Uy1 s s s1 2 k .  . w . x w . x1 W s f g i , i i , i g ??? i , i i , i g i f ;i i 1 2 1 2 i ky1 k ky1 k k i1 1 2 k
s s s1 2 k .  x w . x w . x w .2 W s i , i g i , i i , i g ??? i , i i , i g i , i ;k 1 i 1 2 1 2 i ky1 k ky1 k i k 11 2 k
U Uy1 y1 y1 .  .  x w .3 W s xWy where x s f i , i and y s i , i f .E i k 1 k 1 i1 k
 .4 Let V and W be elements of M represented by cyclically reduced
 :  :words ¤ and w in ) m . Suppose that w has ) m -syllable length of at leasti i
two. If V s W then V s W and ¤ s w.
 .  .Proof. Parts 1 and 2 follow from the definitions of W, W and from
 .  .  .the definition of remainder. Part 3 immediately follows from 1 and 2 .
 .  .To see that 4 holds, assume that V and W are as in 4 and V s W.
 .First note that by the description of W given in 2 the syllable length of W
 :  :   :in G) a ) b is at least two since the syllable length of w in ) m isi
 :.at least two and w is a cyclically reduced word in ) m . Therefore thei
 :syllable length of ¤ in ) m is also at least two. Indeed, if it is one andi
t t  :  :V s m then V s g has syllable length one in G) a ) b and thereforei i
W / V, contrary to our assumptions.
To prove that ¤ s w and V s W, it is sufficient to show that V s W. Let
w s ms1 ??? mski i1 k
where k G 2, s / 0, i / i and i / i . To see that V s W, we showj j jq1 1 k
that the first syllable of ¤ is ms , and the last syllable of ¤ is mq . Indeed,i i1 ks q suppose ¤ s m . . . m where i / j since ¤ is assumed to be cyclicallyi j
 :.  .reduced in ) m . Then by 2 we havei
s q s s1 kx w x wj, i g . . . g j, i s V s W s i , i g . . . g i , i . .  .i j k 1 i i k 11 k
 x <  x  .Thus i , i = j, i , and hence by Lemma 4.8 3 we have i s i. Similarlyk 1 1
w . w .  .  .i , i * j, i and hence by Lemma 4.8 2 we have i s j. Now 3 impliesk 1 k
that for the same words x, y we have W s xWy and V s xV moreE E y
U Uy1 y1 y1 .  x w . .specifically, x s f j, i and y s j, i f . Since W s V, thisi j
means that W s V and we are done.
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 .LEMMA 4.11 shift . Let X and Y be elements of m represented by words
 :x, y which are freely reduced and cyclically reduced in ) m and ha¤ei
 :) m -syllable length at least two. That isi
x s ms1 . . . msk and y s m p1 . . . m pli i j j1 k 1 l
where k ) 1, l ) 1. Suppose that a non-tri¤ial cyclic permutation of X is equal
y1to Y, that is for some proper initial subword z of X we ha¤e z Xz s Y.E
 :Then k s l, and y is a cyclic permutation of x in ) m , and X is conjugatei
 x s1 stw .to Y in M. Moreo¤er, z has the form z s i , i g . . . g i , i wherek 1 i i t tq11 t
1 F t F k.
 :  :Proof. By Lemma 4.10 the words X and Y in G) a ) b have the
following form:
s s s1 2 kx w x w x wX s i , i g i , i i , i g . . . i , i i , i g i , i , .  .  .k 1 i 1 2 1 2 i ky1 k ky1 k i k 11 2 k
p p p1 2 lx w x w x wY s j , j g j , j j , j g . . . j , j j , j g j , j . .  .  .l 1 j 1 2 1 2 j ly1 l ly1 l j l 11 2 l
y1Let z be a proper initial subword of X such that z Xz s Y. ForE
convenience we put i s i , j s j , i s i and j s j . There are twokq1 1 lq1 1 0 k 0 l
cases to consider, and we will show that the second case cannot occur.
 x s1 stw .Case 1. Suppose z has the form z s i , i g . . . g i , i wherek 1 i i t tq11 ty1  :  :1 F t F k. Then z Xz has the reduced form in G) a ) b
s s s stq 1 k 1 tx w x wi , i g . . . g i , i ? i , i g . . . g i , i s Y . .  .t tq1 i i k 1 k 1 i i t tq1tq 1 k 1 t
By Lemma 4.10 the left hand side of the last equality is equal to W where
W g M is the element represented by the word w s mstq 1 . . . msk ms1 . . . mst.i k 1 itq 1 t
Obviously, w is a cyclic permutation of x. Moreover, w and y are cyclically
 :  :reduced in G) a ) b and W s Y. Therefore W s Y by Lemma 4.10.
Thus the statement of Lemma 4.11 holds.
Case 2. Suppose that z has the form
x s1 w x sty 1 wz s i , i g i , i . . . i , i g i , i a .  .k 1 i 1 2 ty2 ty1 i ty1 t1 ty1
 :  :where 1 F t F k and a is a proper initial subword of the G) a ) b -
 x stw .  x stw . word i , i g i , i , so that i , i g i , i ’ ab. Note that inty1 t i t tq1 ty1 t i t tq1t t
.the degenerate case where t s 1, we have z s a .
y1Then the word z Xz has the reduced form
s stq 1 ty1x w x wb i , i g i , i . . . i , i g i , i a s Y . .  .t tq1 i tq1 tq2 ty2 ty1 i ty1 ttq 1 ty1
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On the other hand we know that
p p1 lx w wY s j , j g j , j . . . j , j j , j g j , j ..  . .l 1 j 1 2 ly1 l ly1 l j l 11 l
s tw .We consider the case where a s u and b s ¤g i , i , and we sup-i t tq1t
pose that u is not empty. There is a symmetric argument in case
 x st .a s i , i g u and b s u.ty1 t i t
By comparing initial subwords of the expressions for Y, we see that
 x < stw .  . stw .j , j = b s ¤g i , i . Now, Lemma 4.8 1 does not permit ¤g i , il 1 i t tq1 i t tq1t t
 x  x stw .to be a subword of j , j , and thus j , j is a subword of ¤g i , i .l 1 l 1 i t tq1t
 .  xBy Lemma 4.8 4 this means that j , j is a terminal subword of ¤ andl 1
 x  .so of i , i . Hence Lemma 4.8 2 implies that j s i .ty1 t 1 t
By comparing terminal subwords of the expression for Y, we see that
w . w . w .  . w .j , j * i , i a s i , i u. Now, Lemma 4.8 5 implies that if j , jl 1 ty1 t ty1 t l 1
w . is a subword of i , i u then j s i here we use that u is an initialty1 t l ty1
 x. w . w .subword of i , i . Similarly, if i , i u is a subword of j , j thenty1 t ty1 t l 1
 .Lemma 4.8 2 again implies that i s j .ty1 l
Having deduced that j s i and j s i , we now compare the terminal1 t l ty1
subwords of the two words equal to Y to see that
w w w wi , i s j , j * i , i a s i , i u.. . . .ty1 t l 1 ty1 t ty1 t
w . w .Now obviously, i , i u cannot be a subword of i , i unless u is thety1 t ty1 t
w . w .empty word. Suppose then that i , i is a terminal subword of i , i u.ty1 t ty1 t
 . w .In this case since Lemma 4.8 5 implies that i , i can only be an initialty1 t
w .subword of i , i u we see that u is the empty word. So in either case,ty1 t
we conclude that u is the empty word, which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.11.
 .LEMMA 4.12 Isolated . Let M be as in Con¤ention 4.4. Suppose further
 :that the infinite cyclic subgroups g are isolated in G for i s 3, . . . , n. Theni
 :  :M is an isolated subgroup of E s G) a ) b .
Proof. Suppose that hd g M where d is a natural number greater than
d  :one. Then h is represented by a word w in ) m . If the cyclicallyi
 :reduced length of w is equal to one in ) m then h g M since all thei
 :subgroups m are isolated in E.i
 :Thus W has cyclically reduced length at least two in ) m .i
d  :Hence h s w where w is a cyclically reduced word in ) m of1 E 1 1 i
length at least two and h s yy1 hy for some y g M. More specifically,1
suppose that
w s ms1 ??? msk ,1 i i1 k
where s / 0, i / i and i / i .j j jq1 1 k
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d  :  :Let z be the initial subword of h such that the G) a ) b -reduced1
y1 d d  :  :from of z h z is h . This means that the G) a ) b -reduced form of1 1
y1 d  :  :element z h z is cyclically reduced in G) a ) b . Therefore the re-1
y1 y1duced form w9 s z h z of z h z is also cyclically reduced in1 1
 :  :  .d y1 dG) a ) b . Thus w9 ’ z h z. This implies that w9 is in fact a period1
y1 dof z h z. In particular, the cyclic permutation which moves the initial1
y1 d y1 dsubword w9 of z h z to the end preserves the word z h z. That is to say,1 1
y1 y1 d y1 d .w9 z h zw9 s z h z.1 E 1
Lemma 4.11 implies that w9 has the form
x s1 st ww9 s i , i g ??? g i , i .k 1 i i t tq11 t
y1 dfor some t, 1 F t - k. Since w9 is a period of z h z, we deduce by1
Lemma 4.8 that i s i and i s i . Sotq1 1 k t
x s1 st wh9 s i , i g . . . g i , i . .t 1 i i t 11 t
 :Note that i / i s i since w is cyclically reduced in ) m . Thus by1 t k 1 i
s s y11 tLemma 4.10 w9 s Z where Z s m . . . m . Recall also, that h s zw9zi i 1 E1 t
d d y1 y1and h s zh z . However, i s i obviously implies that Z s zZz .1 1 t k
y1Therefore w9 s Z gives us h s zh9z s Z. Hence h g M and h g M1 1
as required.
 .  :  :LEMMA 4.13 Messy conjugators . Let E s G) a ) b . Let
f , f , . . . , f , g s a, g s b, g , . . . , g be as in Con¤ention 4.4. Let1 2 n 1 2 3 n
y1  :m s f g f and M s m , . . . , m be as in Con¤ention 4.4. Suppose thati i i i 1 n
 :each infinite cyclic subgroup g is malnormal in G. Suppose also thati
g , . . . , g are pairwise non-similar in G.3 n
Then M is malnormal in E.
Proof. Note that M is free of rank n with basis m , . . . , m by Lemma1 n
2.9. Suppose m is not malnormal in E. Then there exist non-trivial
 :reduced words w, ¤ in ) m and an element z g E y M such thati
zy1 wz s ¤ . It is clear that we may assume that w and ¤ are cyclicallyE
 :reduced in ) m .i
Let W and V denote the elements of E represented by the words w and
¤ , respectively.
 :  :Suppose that W has syllable length one in G) a ) b and so W has
 :  : syllable length one in G) a ) b . By the Conjugacy theorem Theorem
.  :  :2.4 V has syllable length one in G) a ) b . Then by Lemma 4.10 the
 : psyllable lengths of ¤ and w in ) m are also one. Thus V s m andi s
q y1 q p  :W s m . If s s k then z m z s m implies z g m ; M since thek k k k
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 : y1 q psubgroup m is malnormal in E. If s / k then z m z s m isk k s
impossible since m is not similar to m in E.k s
So we may assume that both w and ¤ have syllable length at least two in
 :  .) m . Therefore by the Conjugacy theorem Theorem 2.4 , V is a cyclici
 :  :permutation of W in G) a ) b . Then Lemma 4.11 implies that ¤ is a
cyclic permutation of w and V is conjugate to W in M. That is, for some
y1 y1 w y1 xm g M, m Wm s V. On the other hand z Wz s V and so W, zm s
 :  : 1. The properties of a free product G) a ) b see Corollary 4.1.6 of
w x.  y1 . p y1MKS then imply that some non-zero power zm of zm lies in the
 :  y1 . pcyclic subgroup W . Thus zm g M. Since by Lemma 4.12 the
subgroup M is isolated in E, this means that zmy1 g M. But m g M and
therefore z g M which contradicts our assumptions.
It is easy to choose words satisfying the conditions of Convention 4.4
and so of Lemma 4.13.
 . 100 k 100 kq1. 100 kq99.LEMMA 4.14 Words . Let W s ab ab ??? ab for k gk
Z. Let V s ba1ba2 ba3 ??? ba100.
 y1 4  y14Then the set of words P s W , W : k ) 0, k g Z j V, V is ank k
1 .infinite set of words satisfying the D9 condition.6
Moreo¤er, for any n G 1 if we put f s V and f s W for 2 F k F n,1 k k
then the set f , . . . , f satisfies all the conditions of Con¤ention 4.4.1 n
1 .Proof. First we will verify that for the set P condition D9 holds. It is6
q  4  4sufficient to show that the set of words P s W : k ) 0, k g Z j Vk
satisfies the condition that if U is a subword of a word W from Pq with
1< < < <U G W then U occurs only once and in exactly one way as a subword of6
a word from Pq. This is because P is the union of the words in Pq and
the set Py of their inverses, and since all the words in Pq are positi¤e
words, if U is a non-trivial word which occurs in two ways as subword of a
word of P, these occurrences are either both in Pq or both in Py.
Furthermore, any argument about the length of U as a subword of some
word of Pq yields an analogous argument about the length of Uy1 as a
subword of some word of Py.
Observe that for each p, the word ab pa can occur as a subword of at
most one W word and it can occur in at most one way as a subword ofk
1< < < <that W . Now if U is a subword of W with U G W then one sees easilyk j j6
that U must contain an ab pa subword for some p ) 0. Indeed if U is a
subword of W without ab Pa subwords, then U is contained as a subwordj
p < < < p <of ab a for some p s 100 j q t with 0 F t F 99. Thus U F ab a F
 . < <100 j q 1 . On the other hand W s 100 q 10 000 j q 1 q 2 q ??? q99 sj
 . < <10 000 j q 5050 ) 6 = 100 j q 1 , contrary to our assumption that U
1 p< <G W . Thus U must contain an ab a subword and consequently Uj6
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 4cannot occur in any other place among the words W : k ) 0 . Also, Uk
cannot be a subword of V because U must contain bb which does not
occur in V. Finally, a similar argument shows that if U is a subword of V
< <  . < <with U G 1r6 V then U cannot occur in any other way as a subword of
q  .a word of P , and so the set P satisfies the D9 1r6 condition.
We will now check that whenever a p or b p is a subword of a word Z
1< < < < < <from P, we have p - Z . First recall that W s 100 q 10 000k q 1 qk12
2 q ??? q99 s 10 000k q 5050. Observe that the longest subword of W ofk
p p 100 kq99 the form a or b is b . Now for k G 0, clearly 100k q
1 1.  . < <99 r 10 000k q 5050 - , so that 100k q 99 - W . One shows simi-k12 12
1p p < < < <larly that if a or b is a subword of V then p - V .12
Thus all the conditions of Convention 4.4 are satisfied for the set
f s V, f s W for 2 F k F n and Lemma 4.14 is proved.1 k k
 .LEMMA 4.15. Let G be a word-hyperbolic group. Let E s G) F a, b
 .and so E is also word-hyperbolic . Let g , . . . , g g G be elements of infinite3 n
 :order such that the cyclic subgroups g are malnormal in G and such thati
the elements g , . . . , g are pairwise non-similar in G. Let g s a, g s b.3 n 1 2
 .Then there exist elements f , . . . , f g F a, b such that the subgroup1 n
 y1 y1 :M s f g f , . . . , f g f satisfies:1 1 1 n n n
 .1 M is free of rank n;
 .2 M is quasicon¤ex in E;
 .3 m is malnormal in E.
 .Proof. By Lemma 4.14 there exist elements f , . . . , f g F a, b satisfy-1 n
ing all the conditions listed in Convention 4.4.
 .For this choice of f the subgroup M is free of rank n by part 1 ofi
Lemma 2.9. Since G is word-hyperbolic, all cyclic subgroups are quasicon-
 .vex in G. Hence M is quasiconvex in E by part 2 of Lemma 2.9. Also,
Lemma 4.13 implies that M is malnormal in E.
5. VIRTUALLY TORSION-FREE
In this section we prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 5.1. The following are equi¤alent:
1. E¤ery word-hyperbolic group is residually finite.
2. E¤ery word-hyperbolic groups is ¤irtually torsion-free.
Note that a group is said to be ¤irtually torsion-free provided that it has a
torsion-free subgroup of finite index.
 ::For an element g g G, we let g denote the normal closure of g
in G.
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The main idea for proving Theorem 5.1 is the following lemma which
w xwas also used in W1 to construct examples of non-virtually torsion-free
 .  .  .CAT 0 groups, as well as non-virtually torsion-free C 4 -T 4 small-cancel-
lation groups.
LEMMA 5.2. Let g g G y 1 ha¤e the property that it belongs to theG
kernel of e¤ery finite quotient. Suppose that for some n, g is not in the kernel
 n::of the quotient G “ Q s Gr g . Then Q is not ¤irtually torsion free.
Proof. We show by contradiction that the image g of g in Q is
contained in every finite index subgroup of Q. Suppose g f H where
w xQ : H - ‘, then using the left coset representation, we obtain a finite
quotient Q “ F such that g is not sent to the identity in F. But now,
consideration of the composition G “ Q “ F shows that the element g is
mapped to 1 since by hypothesis g is mapped to 1 . Consequently g g H.F F
Before giving the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need an additional ingredi-
ent which is the following special case of a result of Delzant, Gromov, and
 w x.Ol'shanskii see D, Gr, O3 .
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be word-hyperbolic, and let g g G be an infinite
 n::order element. Then, there exists n ) 1 such that Gr g is itself word-
hyperbolic and g / 1.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 5.1. To see that 1 « 2 we show that if one had a
non-residually finite word-hyperbolic group, then one could construct a
non-virtually torsion-free word-hyperbolic group. So suppose G is word-
hyperbolic, and suppose that g g G does not survive in any finite quotient
of G. Then if g is of finite order, then G itself is not virtually torsion free.
If g is of infinite order, then we apply 5.3 to form a quotient G “
n n ::  ::Gr g such that Gr g is word-hyperbolic, and such that g is
 n::  n::non-trivial in Gr g . But now Lemma 5.2 shows that Gr g is not
virtually torsion-free.
Or, avoiding Theorem 5.3, we may argue as follows: Given a group G
with an element g g G which is trivial in any finite quotient, we may
 .  xn::construct a new group R s G) t r g, t which is readily seen to be
w x w xword hyperbolic for n G 2. Now it is easy to see that g, t / 1 and g, tR
is trivialized by any finite quotient because g is, and thus R is not virtually
torsion-free.
 .  .To see that 2 « 1 , we first note that a word-hyperbolic group G has
only finitely many different torsion elements g , . . . , g up to conjugacy1 r
 w x.see Gr, 2.2.A; GH, 4.4.13; and ABC, 2.17 .
Now, if G is residually finite, then for 1 F i F r we may choose a
homomorphism f : G “ F onto a finite group F such that g survives.i i i i
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Finally we form the product homomorphism f s  rf : G “  rF andi i i i
note that each g survives in  rF . Thus no conjugate of g is in the kerneli i i i
of this homomorphism and so the kernel is torsion-free but of finite index
in G.
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